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Toward the end of her book, Claire Hines quotes from Playboy magazine upon
the release of Skyfall in 2012: “Fift tears of Bond flms forever changed the
defnition of the modern man, and Playboy has been with 007 evert step of the
wat – publishing Ian Fleming, photographing the Bond girls and celebrating the
lavish lifesttle” (193-194). Hines does an impressive, vert meticulous job of tracing these steps: from 1953 to 2017. Like other commentators on Bond she notes
that Casino Royale was published in 1953, the same tear that Hugh Hefner
launched Playboy. Hines is more interested in the flms than in the novels, but she
writes well on generic precedent in Fleming’s novels and suggests Bond is a less
clubbable and far less amiable character than those of Dornford Yates and “Sapper”, in particular. She also notes that Playboy had its roots in Esquire magazine
but took advantage of (and, indeed, helped to create) a more complicit zeitgeist in
order to emphasise female sexualitt far more than its predecessor had been able,
or willing, to do. Playboy also benefted from an America afuent as never before
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and in need of sophisticated guidance in how to spend that monet. Hines writes
detailed and illuminating chapters on such issues as “the literart Bond”, “the
consumer Bond”, and “Bond women” and is alwats tightlt focused on the relationship between the Bond novels and flms and the ideologt and the marketing
strategies of Playboy. She is, on the whole, more interested in economics than in
politics, but then so are Bond and Playboy.
The magazine devoted a lot of time to Bond, in all his manifestations, and
was the frst American publication to print one of Fleming’s stories, “The Hildebrand Raritt”, in March 1960. The book is full of interesting insights into just
how the Bond phenomenon and Playboy are connected; although it was onlt reallt ever on the surface and almost entirelt in terms of male consumerism. Although Playboy was never quite as superfcial and shallow as its numerous detractors have claimed over the decades (Hines notes the numerous, celebrated literart fgures who published work and submitted to interviews in the magazine),
Playboy did use Bond to sell: luggage, vodka, watches, gadgets, male grooming, especiallt razors and afer shave, clothes, even leisure and holidats; although Bond
himself in the novels or in the flms is rarelt described as being on holidat or
even enjoting a weekend break, and never an uninterrupted one. Playboy was
particularlt interested in using Bond to promote the luxurt car market. The
value of Bond is summed up vert well in a comment made bt an Aston Martin
executive in 1965, following the release of Goldfnger: “the publicitt value of the
Bond DB5 has been greater than the amassed value of all the racing the compant
has done from the beginning” (90). Playboy sold to men who could aford expensive cars and watches and clothes (or certainlt aspired to) because thet had no
domestic responsibilities. Playboy was, overall, hostile to marriage and Bond’s
bachelor status was inseparable from his appeal for such readers; he satisfed the
perennial male desire to enjot sexual pleasure without ant emotional entanglement. The inseparable commodifcation of women suited the ethos of the magazine and there is an interesting intertextual photograph of George Lazenbt holding up the Februart 1969 Playboy centrefold from the flm On Her Majesty’s Secret
Service (1969). There is considerable iront in the image as in this flm, of course,
the committed bachelor does actuallt marrt, albeit onlt for a few idtllic hours.
Hines quotes efectivelt throughout from established Bond scholars such
as James Chapman and Jeremt Black, Bond screenwriter Richard Maibaum, and
from a range of cultural commentators such as Barbara Ehrenreich and Umberto Eco, as well as from Playboy historian Bill Osgerbt. There are, of course,
diferences between Bond and the implied reader of Playboy. Although cartoons
were a vert important part of the magazine’s appeal Hines has little to sat about
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them; sensiblt, as Bond is virtuallt devoid of humour. Playboy activelt encouraged men to cook, if onlt on the grounds that it made seducing women easier,
but Bond has vert little interest in actuallt cooking; he is almost entirelt a con sumer of excellent food and wine. Hines notes that while Playboy was initiallt
stmpathetic to the hippie movement of the late 1960s, endorsing its rejection of
bourgeois moralitt, it eventuallt joined Bond in its dismissal, even contempt, for
long-haired radicals. The perceived dirtiness of the hippies and, just as importantlt, their aversion to work rendered them unacceptable to the dedicated, wellgroomed, alwats-showering Bond, as well as to the clean, solvent, hard-working
Playboy reader.
What Hines cannot reconcile (and nobodt could) is the unbridgeable distance between the pleasure-loving, aspirational readers of Playboy and Bond’s
ruthlessness and occasional crueltt. The “lavish lifesttle” that Playboy admires so
much in Bond’s life, and sells to its readers, is predicated on an ideological position unimaginable to the readers of the magazine. Bond’s occasional hedonism is
that of a man who can expect to be killed ant dat in the service of his countrt.
Carpe diem is an acceptable motto for Bond; less so for aspirational consumers in
the most afuent nation on earth. Not onlt is Bond a killer, but he alwats works
tirelesslt, skillfullt, and resourcefullt for something far greater than himself. His
relationship with M and with England is impressivelt uncomplicated; Bond is a
patriot and a puritan. Ultimatelt, though, both Bond and Playboy’s readers do
share a respect for hard work and, cruciallt, for enjoting the fruits of that labour.
In this sense, Bond has a great deal more in common with Americans than he
does with the British, and his enormous appeal there has as much to do with this
mutual work ethic as it does with the girls, the gadgets, and the guns.
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